
Brie will be covering: 
 
THE FOODSCAPE REVOLUTION  
 
Thoughtful planting design can provide tangible solutions to everyday problems, and in 
this program gardening expert Brie Arthur shares advice on how every person can 
contribute in a positive way! Combining easy to apply advice from both of her books, 
learn about creative combinations to grow a beautiful and bountiful garden in central 
North Carolina. This program will offer fresh and practical gardening advice no matter 
your skill level. 
 
BUILDING A NATIVE GARDEN FROM SCRATCH 
 
One year after breaking ground on a new native garden, local author and horticulturist 
Brie Arthur shares insights on what to do and what not to do! Brie will explain the 
process, site preparation, plant selection, and the long-term management goals for this 
low maintenance, high impact space featuring the best native varieties for central North 
Carolina.   
 

Brent will be covering: 
 
Bulbs as Companion Plants 
 
Whether you are planning to plant bulbs in a fresh, newly prepared empty garden, or whether 
you are adding them to an already existing one, Brent and Becky Heath, 3 rd generation bulb 
growers and owners of Brent and Becky’s Bulbs from Gloucester, Virginia, will have the answers 
for you! With exquisite slides illustrating the seminar, they will introduce you to the best of the 
best…..the right bulbs for the right spots. They’ll show you how to combine bulbs, perennials, 
annuals, ground covers and flowering shrubs that will create just the feeling you want to 
generate for three seasons in your garden. After seeing and experiencing this seminar, you’ll 
leave with information and inspiration to produce a garden that you, your neighbors, and 
friends will enjoy all year. 
 
Tropical and Temperate Bulbs of Summertime 
 
From the tropical rain forest, the sunny shores of the Mediterranean, the veldt of South Africa 
and the slopes of the Andes, come bold, lush leaves and a myriad of stunning diverse flowers of 
summer bulbs. Brent and Becky Heath, bulb growers from Gloucester, Virginia and owners of 
Brent and Becky’s Bulbs, will give you ideas on how to weave these spectacular bulb plants into 
your own relaxing, tropical garden getaway. They will show you with breath-taking slides how 
to integrate summer bulbs with annuals, perennials, ground covers, trees and shrubs to create 
your own ultimate patio planter, window box, living sculpture or jungle. You’ll also gather ideas 
on how 
to build the ultimate Evening Garden including luminescent, light colored, fragrant flowers. 



 


